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Objectives: Dialog Extension Unit 17 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Show the dialog, see if Ss can remember the script. 
Step 2: Draw attention to the highlighted text. Tell Ss they are going to practice 
this. 
Step 3: In pairs Sa should start the conversation with the text on the left and 
Sb should respond with the text on the right, until the conversation is finished. 
T should closely monitor. 
Step 4: Ss swap roles. 
Step 5: Do three examples as follows 

Ask pairs to think of a popular movie that they have both seen. Then begin like 
this: 
Sa: ‘I really liked it when they had the car chase’ 
Sb: Yeah I liked that too’ ‘Do you think the actors really drove those cars?’ 
Sa: ‘I don’t think so, it was too dangerous for the actors’. 
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Objectives: Summary 
Method: S-T 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Show Ss first image only. Ask them what it is about. Ss should 
summarize what they learned from the courseware in their own words. 
Step 2: Show the second image, ask the same question. 
Step 3: Continue with all images. 
Step 4: If time, switch off projector and ask Ss to recall the images, 
describing them, and possible their meaning. 
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Objectives: Dialog1 Summary 
Method: S-S, S-T 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Divide the class into four groups. Assign each group an image. 
Step 2: Ss have to summarize what the image is about. 
Step 3: When they are ready, ask one S from the group to stand up and present 
the group’s summary of the image’s meaning. Tell the others to pay attention s 
they will have to recall the summary later. 
Step 4: When each group has presented, choose Ss who didn’t speak to 
summarize another group’s image.  
Step 5: If time, move to next slide and ask Ss to describe the pictures from 
memory. 
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Objectives:   School Life 1: future plans, hopes, wishes and preferences 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Have half the Ss play Alex and the other half play Tina. Give prompts to 
recall the dialog. Swap. 
Step 2: Split the class into threes and move to the next slide, have two Ss  
repeat the dialog again, each play one part. The third S is a director and gives 
them any words they forgot – the director should hint at the forgotten 
sentence, not give the whole thing. Each S has a role at each part. 
Step 3: Tell Ss to substitute all the nouns - names, places, events with things  
they are doing/going to do at school. 
Step 4: Repeat step 2 with the new information. 
Step 5: If time, have Ss perform their dialog in front of the class. 
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Objectives: School Subject Vocabulary – Economics 
Method: S-T 
Materials: Whiteboard 
Procedure 
Divide the class into two teams. 
Step 1: T draws spaces for one of the words or one word for each team. 
Step 2: No looking at notes, teams try to guess the word. 
Step 3: Team 1 guesses one letter or word. If right 1 point, if wrong one 
hangman body part. Continue with each word. 

Vocabulary:  goods, services, distribute, resource, import, export, exchange, 
medium, workforce 
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Objectives: Summary Unit 17  
Method: S-T 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Show Ss first image. Ask them what it is about – only this image. Ss 
should summarize what they learned from the courseware in their own words.  
Pay attention to correct use of the past tense. 
Step 2: Show the second image, ask the same question. 
Step 3: Continue with all images. 
Step 4: If time, switch off projector and ask Ss to recall the images, describing 
them, and possible their meaning. 
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Objectives:   School Life 2: Expressing opinions 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Have half the Ss play Michael and the other half play Tina. Give prompts  
to recall the dialog. Swap roles 
Step 2: Split the class into threes and move to the next slide, have two Ss repeat 
the dialog again, each play one part. The third S is a director and gives them any 
words they forgot – the director should hint at the forgotten sentence, not give 
the whole thing. Each S has a role at each part. 
Step 3: Tell Ss to substitute all the nouns - names, places, events) with things  
they are doing/going to do at school. 
Step 4: Repeat step2 with the new information. 
Step 5: If time, have Ss perform their dialog in front of the class. 
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Objectives:   Subject 1 Economics 
Method: S-S, S-T 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Split the class into three groups.  
Step 2: Give each group a handout. They will have up to 10 minutes to prepare a 
presentation based on the information. 
Step 3: Each group gives their presentation using the appropriate slide to  
illustrate. 
Step 4: If time, have a quiz – each group asks other Ss three comprehension 
questions about their presentation. 

Alternative: Use the slides and have all teams compete to make sentences based 
on the images and key words. When all possible sentences are exhausted move  
on to next slide. 
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Objectives: School Subject Vocabulary - Economics 
Method: S-T 
Materials: Whiteboard 
Procedure 
Divide the class into two teams. 
Step 1: T draws spaces for one of the words or one word for each team. 
Step 2: No looking at notes, teams try to guess the word. 
Step 3: Team 1 can guess guesses one letter or word. If right 1 point, if wrong 
one hangman body part. Continue with each word. 

Vocabulary:  supply, demand, purchase, exceed, equilibrium, shortage, 
shipping, afford 
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Objectives: Unit 16 School Subject 3– Mitosis  
Method: S-T 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Give the text handout if needed. Elicit the correct order, and after each 
correct answer elicit what is happening. 
Step 2: Continue with all images. 
Step 3: If time, switch off projector and ask Ss to recall the images, describing 
them, and possible their meaning. 

The correct order is: H F A I G C E D B 
The correct order for the word chunks is given on the next slide. 
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Objectives:  Personalization 
Method: S-S, S-T 
Materials: PPT/Handout 
Procedure 
Step 1: Elicit each emotion from the Ss (more than one answer is possible) Ask 
them to why they think it is that emotion: 
lazy/sleepy: hurt/wounded (mentally too): in love/lovesick: sick-
sad/upset/brokenhearted: happy/delighted: envious: 
embarrassed/shocked/surprised: scared/frightened/terrified 
Step 2: In pairs, have Ss practice the following dialog: 

Sa: Why do you feel (envious)? 
Sb: I feel envious because my friend got a new smart phone and mine is so old! 
Sb: Why do you feel hurt? 
Sa: I feel hurt because my favorite uncle forgot my birthday. 

Step 3: Continue like this until both Ss have answered all the emotion questions. 
Step 4: Ask Ss to report to the class three of their partner’s answers.  
Step 5:  If time, switch off projector and ask Ss to recall the images in  order. 
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Objectives:  School Subject 1 Economics 
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT, Handout. 
Procedure 
Step 1: Handout the worksheet. In pairs. Ask Ss to match the appropriate words 
with the images. 
Step 2: Go through all the images slowly while Ss make notes. 
Step 3: Go through them again. 
Step 4:  When Ss are ready go through again and have random pairs give their 
answer for each image. They should answer in complete sentences using the 
target vocabulary. 

The correct order is as follows: 

Profit 
Advertising 
Packaging 
How to increase demand? 
Demand increase - price increases 
Limited supply – demand exceeds supply 
Equilibrium price 
Supply greater than demand – price falls 
Demand falls – excess supply 
Price to high – demand falls 
Price too low 
Law of supply 
Law of demand 
Demand 
Supply 

Alternative: Use the slides and have all pairs, or two teams compete to make 
sentences based on the images and key words. When all possible sentences are 
exhausted move on to next slide. 
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Objectives: School Subject Vocabulary – Economics 
Method: S-T 
Materials: Whiteboard 
Procedure 
Divide the class into two teams. 
Step 1: T writes dashes for one of the words or one word for each team. 
Step 2: No looking at notes, teams try to guess the word. 
Step 3: Team 1 can guess one letter or word. If right 1 point, if wrong one 
hangman body part. Continue with each word. 

Vocabulary: credit, provider, monitor, interest rate, statement, fee, minimum, 
penalty 
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Objectives: School subject 3 – water cycle, practice presenting the 
information.  
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT, Notebooks 
Procedure 
Step 1: Elicit the images on in the correct order. 
Step 2: Elicit each stage, T should correct any mistakes with particular 
reference to ‘when X happens, Y is the result”, if X happens, Y is the result’. 
Step 3: If time, recall the whole process without the slide. 

The correct order is: C E A B D 
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Objectives:  Personalization 
Method: S-S, S-T 
Materials: PPT/Handout 
Procedure 
Step 1: Elicit the names of each occupation. 
Step 2: Tell Ss to choose an occupation on the PPT and make some notes on: 

• What work does this occupation involve?
• What are the good points of doing this job?
• What are the bad points?
• Why they would personally like/wouldn’t like to do this job.

Step 3: Have each S present their report to the class. 
Step 4:  If time, switch off projector and ask Ss to recall the images in 
order. 

T ensures Ss use the correct vocabulary. 
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Objectives:   Subject 2 Presentation: Economics - Credit 
Method: S-S, S-T 
Materials: PPT Handout 
Procedure 
Step 1: Split the class into four groups. Elicit the key vocabulary from the 
previous lesson’s vocab exercise: 

credit, provider, monitor, interest rate, statement, fee, minimum, penalty 

Step 2: Tell them to prepare a presentation based on one of the images on the 
screen – the T will decide which team gets which image. They will have  up to 
10 minutes to prepare a presentation. 
Step 3: Each group gives their presentation using the appropriate slide to 
illustrate. 
Step 4: If time, have a quiz – each group asks other Ss comprehension questions 
about their presentation. 

Note: It doesn’t matter of the content of the presentations overlap, as long as 
the image-reference is included. 
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Objectives: Unit 20 Prediction 
Method: S-T 
Materials: PPT 
Procedure 
Step 1: Tell Ss they will guess what the next class will be about. They should 
use:  
It could be/might be/will probably be/must be about… 
Step 2: Look at the first image and listen to the Ss guesses. Don’t say if it is 
right or wrong, just ask for justification. 
Step 3: Repeat with the second image. Point out they now have two sources of 
information. 
Step 4: Continue with all 4 images.  
Step 5: Tell Ss the answer below: (from TG)  

In the case that Ss already know the content of the next unit, please make a 
similar slide for the unit after next and follow the same procedure. 

This unit continues to develop academic vocabulary and grammar in  
preparation for advanced academic studies in English. Ss should be  asked to 
use longer sentences to clearly present, summarize and explain the 
information in this and previous units. 
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Unit 19: Reading Texts 

Reading 1 

Since ancient times, people have traded with 

others to obtain the things they need and want. 

A barter system provides one way for people to 

exchange goods and services. When two people 

barter, each person trades a valuable thing or 

service for something that the other person can 

provide. For example, a person could trade a 

quantity of grain for a set of tools. Or, a person 

could construct a fence for a neighbor, who could 

mend the person’s clothing in exchange.  

In a barter system, each person must have the 

goods or skills that another person requires. 

Barterers also need to agree that the goods or 

services that they exchange have equal value. A 

barter system is limited, because each trader has 

to find someone who 1) has what the trader 

needs and 2) needs what the trader has to offer. 

Reading 2 

The introduction of money makes exchanging 

goods and services easier. Money can be any 

object that people will accept as valuable and 

worth exchanging. As early as 9000 BCE, people 

used grain or cattle as a form of money. Small, 

attractive objects—such as shells or beads—

were also used as money. When a society 

accepted particular things as money, people 

could exchange goods with more flexibility. 

Precious metals, such as gold and silver, were 

among the earliest forms of money. Gold and 

silver were rare and could be used to make 

beautiful jewelry. These metals were convenient 

to use as money because they could be carried 

easily (they were portable) and they lasted a long 

time (they were durable). For these reasons, 

people accepted gold and silver in exchange for 

goods and services. 

Reading 3 

Around 2500 years ago, societies began to shape 

gold, silver, and bronze into coins with 

standardized weights and sizes. This way, each 

coin of the same weight and size would be of 

equal value. Civilizations in India, China, and 

Greece all began to make coins out of precious 

metals. The coins were marked with symbols or 

words to prove that they were made by the 

government. Each city or ruler displayed their 

own distinct symbols on their coins.  

The value of early coins was dependent upon the 

amount of metal they contained, as measured by 

weight. Over time, people began to recognize 

certain coins as having a specific value, regardless 

of their weight. As a result, governments could 

reduce the amount of precious metal in their 

coins. 

Reading 4 

Today's system of money includes both metal 

coins and paper money (also known as 

banknotes). Coins are used for smaller amounts 

of money, and paper money is used for larger 

amounts. Paper money was first used in China 

about 1000 years ago. The famous European 

trader, Marco Polo, observed the use of paper 

money in China. He wrote: “All these pieces of 

paper are issued as if they were pure gold or 

silver.” 

European traders first used paper documents, 

called “promissory notes,” which could later be 
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exchanged for gold or silver coins. Over time, 

governments began to print paper notes as 

money. Now, the value of paper money is 

determined by the economic forces of supply and 

demand. Today, paper money cannot be directly 

exchanged for gold or silver.
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Unit 19: Reading for Success Classroom Activities 

Warm Up  

Ask Ss to discuss how people exchange goods and services today. Ask these questions: 

 How do you pay for the things you buy?

 How often do you use cash?

 What types of paper money and coins are used in your country?

 Do you use credit cards or checks?

 What systems are there to make it more convenient to pay for things?

Give pairs several minutes to discuss the questions. Then, ask some Ss to share something they discussed during 

their conversations.  

Main Activity 1 – Mini-Presentation 

Note to T: The ability to present information orally is an essential academic skill. Ss practice 

paraphrasing or summarizing the information in the readings and presenting this information to the 

class. Encourage Ss to use their own words and not rely on the sentences from the readings.  

Show the graphic organizer and pictures. Tell Ss that the categories surrounding the main idea are qualities of 

money. Explain that each of these qualities affect how money developed and how it is used today. 

Tell Ss they will present information about the forms of money they learned about in the unit. Give Ss a few 

minutes to think about the forms of money—such as grain or cattle, shells, beads, precious metals, coins, and 

paper notes—and the qualities of these forms of money. For example: Cattle were an early form of money. 

People valued cattle because they could use them for milk or meat. But it was not convenient to move cattle a long 

way to exchange them for other things. Or: Gold coins were a form of money that people valued because gold was 

rare. Coins were convenient to carry. Civilizations made gold coins with standard weights, and marked them with 

symbols to make them official. 

Ask for volunteers to come to the front of the class and present the information. Encourage them to use 

the graphic organizer as a visual aid. Then, have the other Ss to ask questions about the information that has 

been presented. For example, they might ask: What did people pay for with cattle? Why did governments 

put symbols on coins?  

Forms of 
Money

convenience

standard
official

value
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Main Activity 2 – Putting Sentences in Order 

Note to T: Learning organizational strategies and cohesive elements—like transitions and repeated 

words—will help Ss to understand more complex texts. It will also help them write more clearly. This activity gives 

Ss a chance to analyze in a simple way how sentences are logically linked together in a paragraph. 

Before class, copy and cut apart the Sentence Strips. Have Ss rearrange the strips in a logical order to 

recreate the explanation from the reading. Circulate and ask questions about why Ss chose the order that they 

did. 

Then, hand out one strip to each of seven Ss, and ask them to come to the front of the room. Have 

volunteers from the class organize the Ss in the correct order. Have the Ss holding the strips read them aloud 

to the class. 

Sentence Strips for Main Activity 2 

These documents could later be exchanged for gold or silver coins. 

Paper money was first used in China about 1000 years ago. 

Today, therefore, paper money cannot be directly exchanged for gold 

or silver.  

European traders began to use paper documents, called “promissory 

notes.” 

Over time, governments began to print paper notes as money. 

Today's system of money includes both metal coins and paper money. 

Now, the value of paper money is determined by the economic forces 

of supply and demand.  

Writing Extension  

Ask Ss to read this passage from Unit 19 of English for Success. 

In an economy, the availability of credit is important. Credit allows people to buy things even if they don't have 

money when they make the purchase. Instead of paying with money, the buyer makes a promise to pay with 
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money at a later date. A credit card, for example, allows people to buy goods or services in return for future 

payments.  

Instruct Ss to write some sentences about their opinions about using credit. Ask them to include the 

answers to some of these questions: 

 Do you use a credit card? What do you use it to buy?

 What are some advantages of buying things on credit?

 What are some disadvantages?

 Can you give any examples of how using credit has helped or hurt you or someone you know?
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